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GAME DESCRIPTION

ITERO uses the EchoSpins™ mechanic! EchoSpins™ are a special form of 
respins where each respin is a copy of the triggering spin. This 5x4 slot uses 
payline wins and has a max win of 10,000 times your bet! Enjoy the bold visuals 
and stark contrasts in this Roman-themed state-of-the-art game as it takes you 
on a head-spinning journey from zero to hero. Veni, vidi, vici!
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FEATURES

EchoSpins™
EchoSpins™ are a special type of respins where each spin is a copy of the 
original triggering spin. When the Hand of Jupiter lands together with at least 
one winning payline, it reveals the number of EchoSpins™ awarded. Up to 8 
EchoSpins™ can be awarded by the Hand of Jupiter!

On each EchoSpins™ spin all wins and multipliers reappear again and again to 
progressively and exponentially build up your winnings for a huge potential 
prize!

BONUS GAMES
This game offers two bonus games, both triggered by landing the free spins 
symbol.
3 symbols triggers the Wrath of Jupiter bonus game.
4 symbols triggers the Gift from the Gods bonus game.

WRATH OF JUPITER
10 free spins
In this bonus game there is a higher chance of landing the Hand of Jupiter 
symbol, with a better chance for a greater number of EchoSpins™ and higher 
multipliers!

GIFT FROM THE GODS
10 free spins
In this bonus game all landed multipliers are saved in the total multiplier on top 
of the reels. This multiplier is then used for the next EchoSpins™ before 
resetting.

WILD SYMBOL
The Wild symbol substitutes for all Low and High paying symbols.
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GAME DATA

Game name: ITERO
Volatility: 5 of 5

Max feature win: €1,000,000 (10,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 
bet)

How to win: Paylines

Bet levels: €0.1, €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, 
€9, €10, €15, €20, €25, €30, €35, €40, €45, €50, €75, €100

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit freq Wrath of Jupiter 
bonus buy RTP

Gift from the Gods
bonus buy RTP

1168 96.18% 29.38% 96.20% 96.25%

1169 94.24% 29.38% 94.30% 94.36%

1170 92.32% 29.37% 92.30% 92.24%

1171 88.33% 29.35% - -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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